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the line between Harrogate
and Leeds, all lines have now
re-opened. However, some
services may be delayed,
cancelled or revised.

Fan fund auction
Thanks to everyone who
donated or bought items at
the Fan Fund Auction. Over
£800 was raised, with the
victors bearing away books,
artwork, jewellery, games,
clothing, cuddly toys, and a
selection of foodstuffs.
An appreciative audience
enjoyed the final Guest of
Honour talk by Kieron Gillen
delivered with real enthusiasm
and self-reflection.
He covered The Wicked + The
Divine – his ongoing comic –
and his recurring themes of
gods and music. He even
revealed the alternative
ending to Journey into
Mystery that he planned in
case the run had been cut
short.

Thanks from the Chair

Murder Mystery Clue 6
Room 5 did not contain the
Doc Weir Award.

Some Babylon 5 themed
Hall Costumes

Ops has accumulated a
collection of lost property,
including a hearing aid and
some spectacles. Please
reclaim your possessions.

Champion beer
In a narrow victory the
favourite beer of the six
sampled at GoH Christina
Lake’s Tasting was the Double
Dark Alliance imperial stout
from Bristol Breweries Arbor
Ales and Moor Beer. (Hic!)

Eggs-terminated!

An apology
We are very sorry that one of
our headlines in Issue 4 made
light of a serious subject.

New MA course
Anglia Ruskin University,
Cambridge has a new MA in
Science Fiction and Fantasy
beginning May 2018. The
course covers literature, film
and television, linguistics, and
creative writing. It is available
by distance learning with one
week of on-site intensive
teaching, see
Anglia.ac.uk/MASciencefiction

If you can, please help with
tear-down after the Closing
Ceremony. The more people
that help out the sooner we
can all get to the bar. If you
can also help on Tuesday
morning, please let Volunteers
know in room 232.
Following earlier flooding on

the dangerous item has been
appropriately disposed of (and
a big thank you to Malcolm
H).

Lost and found

Thank you all for attending
Follycon and supporting the
convention in so many ways.
I’ve had a great time and
hope you have too.

Rail disruption

6

Newsletter is pleased that its
safety recall advice has been
heeded. We can confirm that

2020 bid website
http://concentric2020.uk

I was just saying to Melania
that Alison and her team have
run a lovely convention… a
beautiful convention… the
biggliest I would say…much
better than the conventions
run by Crooked Hilary…

Mad Hatter’s Tea Party

Donald J Trump

Overheard At-Con
Small child in lift: Does a
beeblebear count as one of
the four people allowed?
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We hope to see you in
Glasgow at the end of May,
and of course next year at
Ytterbium, Eastercon 2019.
P. S. Other Cons are available:
check Ansible for details of
upcoming events.

Murder Mystery Clue 7
Post mortem examination
revealed a trophy-shaped
wound in Alison’s head,
along with some strange
markings that seemed to be
the names of well-known
fans written backwards.

Solved the case? Hand in your
deduction to the Satellite 6
Con Table by 3 pm.

Foolsome praise
I pity the fool that didn’t
attend Follycon
Mr T

